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Abstract—Submicrometer static random access memory cells
are more susceptible to particle strike soft errors and increased
statistical process variations, in advanced nanometer CMOS tech-
nologies. In this paper, analytical models for the critical charge
variations accounting for both die-to-die and within-die variations
are proposed. The derived models are verified and compared to
Monte Carlo simulations by using industrial 65-nm CMOS tech-
nology. This paper provides new design insights such as the impact
of the coupling capacitor, one of the most common soft error miti-
gation techniques, on the critical charge variability, especially, at
lower supply voltages. It demonstrates that two extreme values of
this coupling capacitor exist. The first value results in maximum
relative variations and the other results in minimum relative vari-
ations. Therefore, the circuit designers can utilize these results to
design the coupling capacitor to limit the variations under power
and performance constraints in early design cycles. The derived
analytical models account for the impact of the supply voltage and
different particle strike conditions. These results are particularly
important for soft error tolerant and variation tolerant designs in
submicrometer technologies, especially, for low power operations.

Index Terms—Deep submicrometer, process variations, relia-
bility, soft errors, static random access memory (SRAM).

I. INTRODUCTION

R ELIABILITY is one of the major design challenges for
submicrometer CMOS technology. Shrinking geome-

tries, lower power supply, higher clock frequencies, and higher
density circuits all have a great impact on reliability [1]–[7]. As
CMOS technology further scales, soft errors become one of the
major reliability concerns. Soft errors are caused by two types
of radiation: 1) alpha particles emitted by radioactive impurities
in integrated circuits (ICs) and package materials and 2) high
energy neutrons resulting from the interaction between cosmic
rays and the earth atmosphere [3], [4]. When an alpha particle
hits a silicon substrate, the particle generates electron-hole
pairs, as it passes through p-n junctions. Although a neutron
does not ionize the material directly, it does collide with atoms,
resulting in products capable of inducing electron-hole pairs.
The generated charges are transported to circuit nodes by drift
and diffusion mechanisms, causing a current pulse that disturbs
the node voltage and can lead to soft errors [2].
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In memory elements, this disturbance can cause bit flips (a
0-to-1 flip or a 1-to-0 flip) which may corrupt the logic state of
the circuit. However, in combinational circuits, it may cause a
temporary change in the output node voltage. This temporary
change can be tolerated, unless it is latched by a succeeding
memory element.

For memory elements such as static random access memory
(SRAM) and flip-flops, if the charge collected by the particle
strike at the storage node, is more than a minimum value, the
node is flipped and a soft error occurs. This minimum value
is called a critical charge , which can be used as a
measure of the memory element vulnerability to soft errors [2],
[5], [7]–[10]. This critical charge exhibits an exponential rela-
tionship with the soft error rate (SER) [2], and consequently,
this critical charge should be designed high enough, to limit
the SER. SRAM cells are more vulnerable to soft errors due to
their lower node capacitance. Moreover, since SRAM occupies
the majority of the die area in system-on-chips and micropro-
cessors, different leakage reduction techniques such as supply
voltage reduction and dynamic voltage scaling, are applied to
SRAMs to limit the overall chip leakage. These techniques in-
crease the SRAM soft error vulnerability by reducing the critical
charge.

Process variations are expected to worsen in future tech-
nologies, due to difficulties with printing nanometer scale
geometries in standard lithography. Therefore, these variations
are considered another main challenge in CMOS technology
scaling [11]–[15]. They can be classified as die-to-die (D2D)
variations and within-die (WID) variations. In D2D variations,
all the devices on the same die are assumed to have the same
parameters values. However, the devices on the same die are
assumed to behave differently in WID variations [11]. Although
D2D variations were originally considered the main source of
process variations, WID variations are posing the major design
challenge as technology scales [12], [13]. The D2D variations
can be easily modeled by using corner-based models, which
assume that all devices on a given die have the same parameter
value, that is shifted away from the mean by a fixed amount.
However, WID variations modeling requires representing each
device parameter, within the same die, by a separate random
variable. These WID variations random variables should be
treated statistically which makes the WID variations mod-
eling much more complex and difficult than D2D variations
modeling.

Due to the existence of process variations, the critical charge
has variations around its nominal value which can result
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in SRAM failure to meet robustness constraints. Recently,
researchers have attempted to calculate the critical charge nom-
inal value as well as addressing the impact of process variations
on the critical charge in memory elements such as SRAM cells
and flip-flops. However, most of this research is conducted by
using Monte Carlo analysis tools [1], [16]–[18], which are time
consuming and provide little design insights. Moreover, these
Monte Carlo analysis tools are not scalable with technology.
From a design perspective, few articles have been published
on modeling the critical charge and its variations. In [19]–[21],
different models for the critical charge are proposed, however,
these models overestimate the critical charge value and pro-
vide little insights to circuit designers. In [22], an analytical
model to estimate the critical charge is presented. Despite its
accuracy in modeling the critical charge, this model depends
mainly on SPICE simulations. Thus, this model can be used
only when dealing with D2D variations. These D2D variations
are estimated by applying corner-based analysis that have
been already performed in [22]. These techniques tend to
be inefficient, and completely pessimistic in the presence of
relatively large variations. Therefore, statistical design-oriented
techniques are required, especially, when dealing with the WID
variations [23].

In this paper, an accurate analytical model of the critical
charge, accounting for both D2D and WID variations, is pro-
posed. This model is further simplified to provide more design
insights on the impact of process variations on the critical
charge. The derived model is simple, scalable in terms of
technology scaling. Moreover, it shows explicit dependence
on design parameters such as node capacitance, transistors
sizing, transistor parameters, and supply voltage. This is a very
essential step since supply voltage reduction is one of the most
common techniques for low power applications. The results
are verified by using SPICE transient and Monte Carlo simu-
lations and an industrial 65-nm CMOS technology transistor
model. These results are particularly important for the design
of nanometer technology, when WID variations dominate the
process variations [13].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the proposed models and the previous critical charge models are
compared qualitatively to show the advantages of the proposed
models, especially, in accounting for WID variations. The exact
model assumptions and derivations for both the nominal critical
charge value and its variability are proposed in Section III. This
exact model is further simplified in Section IV to provide more
design insights to circuit designers. The proposed models are
compared with SPICE transient and Monte Carlo simulations
in Section V. In Section VI, the design insights extracted from
the proposed models are discussed. Finally, some conclusions
are drawn in Section VII.

II. REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS CRITICAL CHARGE MODELS

The previous critical charge models, introduced in [19]–[22],
exhibit some limitations, that make them incapable of modeling
the WID variations. For example, the model introduced in [19]
modeled as follows:

(1)

where is the maximum restoring current of the transistor
. The critical charge obtained from this model is overes-

timated, because of the following two reasons: 1) the flipping
threshold voltage of an inverter is less than (around /2)
and 2) the restoring current term considers only the
maximum current value which is not a valid assumption for the
time varying restoring current. These issues have been refined
to some extent in [20], by defining the critical charge as

(2)

where is the tripping point of the SRAM cell, is a correc-
tion factor, and is the duration of the particle induced cur-
rent pulse. This model provides a better estimation of .
However, both models in [19] and [20] cannot be used to model
the variations (D2D or WID variations), since they account only
for current and ignore the currents of and which
can have a significant contribution to the critical charge vari-
ability. The work in [21] presents an analytical method to cal-
culate in terms of the transistor parameters and the in-
jected current pulse magnitude and duration. This model uses a
rectangular current pulse, instead of using an exponential cur-
rent pulse, to model the particle strike induced current pulse,
which makes its accuracy in calculating very poor. If an
exponential current pulse is to be used, the model becomes com-
plex and provides little insights. In addition, the model ignores
the nMOS transistors current (i.e., ), and does not show its
effectiveness in calculating , when different transistor
parameters vary.

Finally, the work in [22] introduces a very accurate model in
calculating . However, the value of the injected current
pulse charge is obtained via iterative transient simulations by
increasing by a small amount ( 0.001 fC) in SPICE till flip-
ping occurs. Although this method can be used in calculating
D2D variations by using corner-based or worst-case methods,
in which the value of can be obtained by using SPICE simula-
tions. This technique can not be used for the WID statistical vari-
ations, since must be calculated for each statistical run. Con-
sequently, this model accounts only for D2D variations, which
have been already performed in [22].

The proposed exact model overcomes all the previous limi-
tations, and introduces analytical formulas for which
can be employed without SPICE simulations (assuming that
the transistor parameters such as and are known). More-
over, the developed exact model accounts for both D2D and
WID variations. The disadvantage of this exact model is its
complexity in the WID variations modeling, which is refined
by using the simplified model. The simplified model introduces
only three equations (25), (26), and (27), that provide useful de-
sign insights reported later in Section VI.

III. EXACT MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND DERIVATIONS

Fig. 1 shows a typical six transistor (6T) SRAM cell. It
consists of two cross-coupled inverters, that store two comple-
mentary logic values (“1” and “0”) at their output nodes. These
output nodes are denoted by and . The SRAM cell has its
highest susceptibility to particle strikes in the standby mode,
since, in the standby mode, the storage nodes are disconnected
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Fig. 1. SRAM cell with the particle strike induced current pulse �� ����.
Node � is assumed to be at logic “1” and node � is assumed to be at logic
“0”.

from the highly capacitive bitlines. Therefore, their critical
charge is smaller than that when the SRAM cell is operating
in the read mode. In addition, the SRAM cell is most likely in
the standby mode during its operating time. Thus, the access
transistors and are excluded from the analysis. For
the proper operation of the SRAM cell, the pMOS pull-up
transistors are sized to be weaker than the nMOS pull-down
transistors. Consequently, the data node storing logic “1” is the
most susceptible to particle strikes. It has been reported that

of a 0-to-1 flip in SRAM is about 22 larger than that
for a 1-to-0 flip [24]. Therefore, the proposed critical charge
models account for the 1-to-0 flip case only. Assume that node

stores logic “1” and accordingly node stores logic “0”.
Hence, only transistors and are “ON”.

A. Critical Charge Model

In order to determine the critical charge model at node ,
which is more susceptible to soft errors, the particle strike is
modeled by a double exponential current pulse given by [25]

(3)

where is the total charge deposited by this current pulse at the
struck node, and and are the falling time and the rising time
constants, respectively [25]. Although different current pulse
waveforms are reported in [2], the current pulse waveform in
(3) has the advantage of being accurate, as well as simple for the
proposed analytical model. Typically, for a particle induced cur-
rent pulse, is much larger than [2], [22]. Based on this fact,
and for model simplicity, we further approximate (3) as a single
exponential current pulse, as given in the following equation:

(4)

where is equal to in (3). The nodal current equation at node
is written as

(5)

where is node capacitance; is the pMOS transistor,
, restoring current, which tries to pull-up node ; and

is the injected current pulse given in (4). It should
be noted that transistor subthreshold current is ignored in
this analysis [22].

From (5), the values of and , that equalize and
currents, can be obtained. Hence, node voltage

attains a certain minimum value, , which can be obtained
by equating these two currents. Since transistor is in the
linear region, can be modeled by a resistor . As a re-
sult, (5) is rewritten as follows:

(6)

where is the supply voltage. The minimum voltage
is computed by equating the two currents and the time at which
this occurs, , is obtained by solving the differential
equation in (6) and finding the time at which
and are expressed as [22]

(7)

(8)

The work in [22] finds by using transient SPICE simula-
tions. Therefore, if the model in [22] is to be used for statistical
WID variations modeling, this value of must be found for
each run, which turns out to be completely inefficient. This is
the reason why this model can only be used for the D2D varia-
tions modeling, which has been already performed in [22].

In the proposed model, we assume that once node voltage
hits its minimum value, , the pMOS transistor, ,
restoring current causes voltage to either recover to logic
“1” and no flipping occurs, or flip to logic “0” and flipping
occurs. This assumption is justified by noting that after the
time , the injected current continues decaying
exponentially according to (4). Therefore, the goal is to find the
condition on the restoring current, , that causes node to
flip. This restoring current is controlled by its gate voltage, .
Accordingly, if is rising, the source to gate voltage of
decreases, and correspondingly, the restoring current decreases
resulting in a soft error. On the other hand, if is falling,
the restoring current increases, and correspondingly, node
voltage recovers and no flipping occurs.

Due to the fact that the inverter switching voltage is de-
fined as, the threshold between logic “1” and logic “0” (i.e.,
when the inverter input slightly exceeds , the inverter output
is assumed to be at logic “0”, and vice versa). If is slightly
below the switching voltage of the second inverter,
rises to logic “1” decreasing the restoring current, and resulting
in a soft error.

Consider the flipping case (i.e., ), node
voltage stays around 0 V, for the time interval over which is
approaching (i.e., ), and then starts to rise. Further-
more, is assumed to remain constant at , until rises
and exceeds the switching threshold of the first inverter .
The time at which hits is denoted by , which refers
to the SRAM cell flipping time. These assumptions are vali-
dated by noticing that once hits , the positive feedback
of the cell becomes strong enough to continue flipping the cell
state. Moreover, these assumptions allow us to decouple the
cross-coupled inverters of the SRAM cell, as proposed in [22].
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From (8), and for a given , the value of , that just cause
to flip, is obtained by equating to . Correspondingly,

is determined by

where (9)

From (9), is obtained without SPICE simulations. There-
fore, the main limitation in [22] for WID variations modeling is
refined.

Now, the objective is to find the flipping time, . The flipping
time, , is the sum of , and the time delay that takes to
rise from 0 V to (this time is denoted by ). This delay is
driven by transistors and , where their gate voltage
is constant at . Transistor is in the saturation region.
However, transistor is in the linear region, when rises
from 0 V to , where is the threshold voltage
of . When exceeds , transistor is in
the saturation region. The currents of these two transistors are
given by

(10)

where and are the currents of transistors, and ,
respectively, and are the saturation currents of tran-
sistors and , respectively, and is the linear region
equivalent resistance of transistor . The nodal current equa-
tion at node is given by

(11)

where is the node capacitance of node . From (10) and
(11), it is obvious that can be divided into two time delays.
The first time delay is the time delay taken when rises
from 0 V to , while transistor is in the
linear region. The other time delay is the time elapsed
when rises from to , while is
in the saturation region. These assumptions are justified by
noticing that the velocity saturation voltage value is
close to , as given in [26] for deep submicrometer
technologies. Following that, the differential equation in (11)
is solved in two time intervals with the following boundary
conditions, 0 V, ,
and , yielding

(12)

It should be noted that the above assumptions are valid only if
is larger than , which is usually the case.

However, if is smaller, the transistor does not enter
the saturation region. As a result, becomes the time elapsed
when rises from 0 V to with transistor in the linear
region. This time has the same formula as by replacing

with . By using (7), (8), and (12), the flip-
ping time is expressed as (13), shown at the bottom of the
page. Thus, the critical charge is obtained as follows
[19]–[22], [27]:

(14)

In this derivation, the focus is on the supply voltage range
covering the super-threshold region, without accounting for
the subthreshold operation. To simplify the analysis, the
well-known alpha-power law model for the transistors current
[28], is adopted. In [28], the transistor current in the saturation
region is modeled by

(15)

where is the threshold voltage, is a technological pa-
rameter, is the velocity saturation exponent ranging from 1
to 2, depending on whether the transistor is in deep velocity or
pinch-off saturation, and W and L are the width and length of
the transistor channel, respectively.

According to this model, the inverter switching voltage
is given by [28]

where

(16)

where and are the threshold voltages, and are the
velocity saturation exponents, and are the technology
parameters, and and are the aspect ratios of
the nMOS and pMOS transistors, respectively.

In addition, the currents and are given by

(17)

and the resistances and are computed by

(18)

Using (7)–(9), (12)–(14), and (16)–(18), The critical charge,
, can be obtained without doing any SPICE simulations.

(13)
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B. Statistical Critical Charge Variation Model

Process variations affect device parameters, resulting in fluc-
tuations in the critical charge. The primary sources of process
variations, that affect the device parameters, are as follows.

1) Random Dopant Fluctuations (RDF). The number of
dopants in the MOSFET depletion region decreases, as
technology scales. Due to the discreteness of the dopant
atoms, there is a statistical random fluctuation of the
number of dopants, within a given volume, around their
average value [23], [29]. This fluctuation in the number of
dopants in the transistor channel results in device threshold
voltage variations. It has been shown that the threshold
voltage variation, due to RDF, is normally distributed, and
its standard deviation is inversely proportional
to the square root of the transistor active area (WL).
Therefore, these variations can be mitigated by sizing the
transistors up, at the expense of more power consumption,
and area overhead [23], [29], [30].

2) Channel Length Variations. For sub-90-nm nodes, optical
lithography requires light sources with wavelengths much
larger than the minimum feature sizes for the technology
[14]. Therefore, controlling the critical dimension (CD) at
these technology nodes becomes so difficult. The varia-
tion in CD (i.e., channel length of the transistor) impacts
directly the transistor . In short channel devices, the
threshold voltage, , has an exponential dependence on
the channel length, L, due to charge sharing and drain-in-
duced barrier lowering (DIBL) effects [23], [26], [29].
Thus, a slight variation in introduces large variation in

due to this exponential dependence.
Although the RDF and channel length variations are consid-

ered the dominant sources of device variations [13], there are
many other sources such as line edge roughness (LER), oxide
charge variations, mobility fluctuations, gate oxide thickness
variations, channel width variation, and aging effects that affect
the device threshold voltage variations [29].

From a circuit modeling perspective, the total variation in ,
due to RDF, channel length variation, as well as other sources
of variation, is modeled as [23]

(19)

Throughout this paper, we are dealing with the total variation
in threshold voltage , as modeled in (19).

From the equations derived in Section III-A, it is evident
that the critical charge is dependent on the threshold
voltages of transistors , and , which are
denoted by , and , respectively. A small
change in these threshold voltages results in an incremental
change in the critical charge that is calculated by
using Taylor expansion around the nominal value as follows:

(20)

where , and are the variations of
the threshold voltages. The partial derivative terms in (20) can

be computed numerically at the mean threshold voltages. There-
fore, the standard deviation of the critical charge variations is
calculated as follows:

(21)

where , and are the standard devi-
ations of the threshold voltages , and , re-
spectively.

This model is valid under the following assumptions.
1) The dominant source of variations is the transistor vari-

ations. The channel length variations are assumed to af-
fect only through short channel effects. While the vari-
ations in the channel length introduce also fluctuations in
the input gate capacitance, nevertheless, this contribution
is much smaller than the variation in the threshold voltage
variations [23], [31].

2) The impact of process variations on the critical charge
variations is computed by using a linear approximation.
This assumption is accurate, since, WID variations are
usually small and can be linearized around the nominal
value [31]–[38]. Under this linear approximation, the
critical charge mean value is assumed to be equal to its
deterministic value, when no variations are introduced.
Therefore, process variations affect only the variance of
the critical charge (i.e., the critical charge spread around
its nominal value).

3) According to [39], the correlation between the different
transistors threshold voltages can be neglected for WID
variations. This is due to the fact that the RDF is random,
and therefore, of the four transistors, in considera-
tion, are identified as four independent and uncorrelated
Gaussian random variables [40]. This assumption simpli-
fies the derivation of (21).

IV. SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR STATISTICAL DESIGN-ORIENTED

CRITICAL CHARGE VARIATION

A. Simplified Model Assumptions and Derivations

The model, which is introduced in Section III, for the critical
charge variations, is calculated numerically. Therefore, it does
not present obvious design insights for WID variations due to
its complexity. However, it can be used for the D2D variations
by adopting corner-based (or worst-case) analysis methods. In
this section, this complex model is simplified for the case of a
symmetric 6T SRAM, to account for the critical charge varia-
tions from a design perspective. The following assumptions are
made to derive this simplified model.

1) The inverters switching voltages are equal to half the
supply voltage (i.e., . Thus, the
variations in and are ignored.

2) The variation of the factor , expressed in (9), which is de-
pendent only on through is calculated to be less
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Fig. 2. Transistor � current approximation. This current is assumed linear
as � changes from 0 to then it saturates at � when � changes from
�� �� � � � to � ��.

than 0.8%, relative to its mean value. As a result, the vari-
ations in this factor are ignored, and this factor is assumed
constant from the variability perspective.

3) The time delay is obtained simply by using a first order
approximation of the low to high propagation delay of an
inverter, which can be modeled as follows:

(22)

where is the output voltage swing, that is usually as-
sumed to be 0.5 , and is the average charging
current, that is the difference between transistor cur-
rent and transistor current. Since is in the satura-
tion region during the entire charging process time, hence,
its average current is . While, transistor current
rises from 0A, when the output voltage of tran-
sistor equals 0 V, up to , when the transistor
enters the saturation region. This current is assumed linear
with in the linear region, as depicted in Fig. 2. The av-
erage of this current is obtained from Fig. 2 as follows:

(23)

The relative variations of this current are given by

(24)

The variations due to the first term in (24) dominates the second
term (as a numeric example, when 1 V, , and

0.342 V, the first term is 7 higher than the second
term). Therefore, in the following derivations, is as-
sumed to be equal , while the variations
of the term are not considered, and this factor
is assumed constant, from the variability perspective.

B. Statistical Design-Oriented Critical Charge Variation
Model Accounting for WID Variation

By using the simplified model formulas in Section IV-A, and
the previous simplified model assumptions, the partial deriva-

Fig. 3. SRAM cell with the coupling capacitor � which increases the critical
charge value of its storage nodes �� and � �.

tives, defined in (21), are calculated analytically and normalized
to the mean value of as follows:

(25)

(26)

(27)

From (25), it is clear that reducing results in reducing the
relative variations. Accordingly, it is recommended that tran-
sistor is used as a low- device, if the dual- technique
is to be used (the same for , when the hit occurs at the other
node). Moreover, as the supply voltage is reduced, the vari-
ations due to are increased.

Since increasing the node capacitance is one of the most
common techniques to mitigate soft errors in SRAM cells, it is
important to see the impact of increasing the node capacitance
on the relative critical charge variations. Usually, a coupling
capacitor is employed between the storage nodes and

as shown in Fig. 3. This coupling capacitor, , increases
the nodal capacitances of the SRAM cell storage nodes, and
therefore, their critical charge is increased significantly. This

is stacked on top of the SRAM cell [metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) capacitor] to minimize the required area overhead.
However, its value can not be too large, since it depends on the
inter-metal dielectric and the cell area. A typical 1 m has
a value of the order of 1 fF [22]. The model capacitances
and , have to be modified to account for , by applying the
Miller effect as follows [22]:

(28)

From (26) and (27), and by using and formulas
derived in Section IV-A, the relative critical charge
variations and

have the same dependence
on the node capacitance, (assuming
for a symmetric SRAM). This dependence is in the
form , where

. Therefore,
it is possible to obtain the value of the node capacitance, ,
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that maximizes these relative variations, by differentiating
with respect to , and equating the result to zero. After some
simplifications, the condition on for the maximum possible
relative variations is given by

where

(29)

From (29), the value of that maximizes the relative varia-
tions, denoted by , is obtained for a given value of ,
and average currents and . These average
currents are dependent on transistors and parameters
(W/L and . Since results in the maximum relative vari-
ations, it is essential at the design level to avoid the satisfaction
of this condition reported in (29). Otherwise, the SRAM cell
will exhibit the maximum possible relative critical charge vari-
ations. These maximum variations are calculated by substituting
the condition in (29) in (26) and (27) and are given by

(30)

(31)

By using (25) with (30) and (31), the maximum possible rela-
tive critical charge variations, for a give SRAM cell design with
respect to , are estimated.

It should be mentioned that for a given , and , the
condition on the saturation currents to achieve the maximum
possible relative critical charge variations is known. Therefore,
this condition should be avoided by designing the transistors
currents to be far from this maximum relative variations con-
dition. In addition, (26) and (27) indicate that the relative vari-
ations, due to and , are decaying exponentially with

. From (22), is dependent on , therefore, there ex-
ists a certain value of for a given that makes the relative
variations contributions of and smaller than that of

. In this situation, the variations of dominate, and fur-
ther increasing does not reduce the overall relative variations
which are at a minimum value. The knowledge of , which re-
sults in maximum and minimum relative variations, provides a
vital design insight for circuit designers, who target at mitigating
the soft errors, while keeping the variability at a certain level.

Finally, the proposed models can be used for future CMOS
technology nodes (i.e., 45, 32, and 22 nm), since, the transistor
model parameters such as the technology parameters and the
threshold voltage standard deviation can be easily obtained.
Therefore, the proposed models are scalable in terms of tech-
nology scaling and can be used to predict the critical charge
variability for future technology nodes as long as the models
assumptions are satisfied.

Fig. 4. Nonflipping case when the SRAM cell recovers for different values
of � . Node � voltage falls down till it hits � then it recovers back to
� . This � is close to � �� which validates the assumptions used in the
simplified model.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In all the following simulations, an industrial 65-nm tech-
nology, with technological parameters shown in Table I, is em-
ployed. The SRAM cell is sized such that its stability is main-
tained, as reported in [36].

A. Verification of the Models Assumptions

First, the assumptions, used in deriving (7) and (8), are ver-
ified. Fig. 4 illustrates the nonflipping case, where the SRAM
cell recovers for different values of . Node voltage falls
down till it hits a minimum voltage [which is called , and
given in (8)] then recovers back to . From Fig. 4, this min-
imum voltage is close to justifying the assumptions
used in the simplified model. Fig. 5(a) shows the two nodes
and voltages in the nonflipping case. It is clear that, since
voltage can not hit , the SRAM cell is recovered. However,
in Fig. 5(b), the node voltage hits , and hence, the SRAM
cell exhibits a soft error. Moreover, Fig. 5(b) shows that node
voltage is around 0 V as long as node voltage is falling. Once
node voltage hits stays constant at , whereas,
node V2 voltage rises to . It should be mentioned that the
minimum voltage, , shown in Fig. 5(b), at which stays
constant before flipping to 0 V, is slightly less than shown
in Fig. 5(a) for the nonflipping case. The difference between
these two minima is approximately 10–20 mV, which demon-
strates that the flipping occurs, when is less than .

B. Verification of the Models Estimated Critical Charge

To verify the critical charge nominal value, and the critical
charge variations models, the analytical models are compared to
the simulation results using SPICE transient and Monte Carlo
simulations. These simulations are performed to validate the
nominalcritical charge,and thecriticalchargevariabilitymodels,
respectively, for both the exact and the simplified models.

In the following, the validation results for these models are
presented. A large number of Monte Carlo runs (4000 runs)
are used to provide a good accuracy in determining the critical
charge mean and standard deviation. For each Monte Carlo run,
the value of the current pulse charge that causes the cell to
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Fig. 5. Two nodes � and � voltages in: (a) the nonflipping case when �
voltage can not hit � , and hence, the SRAM cell is recovered; (b) the flip-
ping case when � voltage hits � , and hence, the SRAM cell exhibits a soft
error. The minimum voltage � shown in the flipping case (b) at which �
stays constant before flipping to 0 V is slightly less than � shown in the non-
flipping case (a).

TABLE I
65-nm TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION AND SRAM SIZING [29]

flip is determined. Then, the simulations are repeated for dif-
ferent (from 0.7 to 1.2 V), to find the effect of reducing
on the critical charge mean and variations. The SRAM sizing,
shown in Table I, is used in the simulation setups. Hardware-cal-
ibrated statistical models are used to account for variations.

Fig. 6. � versus � for � � 250 ps from the transient simulations
(when no variations are introduced) and from Monte Carlo simulations.
Clear agreement between � (obtained from transient simulations) and
� (obtained from Monte Carlo simulations) justifies the linearity
approximation assumption which states that process variations affect only on
the critical charge variance (spread) and have no effect on its mean.

Fig. 7. � versus � for � � 250 ps from Monte Carlo simulations.
Also shown the results from the proposed exact and simplified models.

Typically, random variations are inversely proportional to the
square root of the gate area (WL), as explained in Section III-B,
[29], [30]. Therefore, the pMOS transistors have higher vari-
ations than the nMOS transistors, since the pMOS transistors
exhibit lower driving strength (weaker) than the nMOS transis-
tors in the SRAM cell.

1) Nominal Critical Charge:
Fig. 6 displays the nominal critical charge, which is obtained

by using the transient simulations and Monte Carlo
simulations . Clear agreement between and

justifies the linearity approximation assumption used
in Section III-B, down to 0.7 V (i.e., process variations
affect only on the critical charge variance (spread) and have no
effect on its mean).

Fig. 7 shows the nominal critical charge value calculated
from the proposed exact and simplified model versions, and
compared to the transient simulations results for different
supply voltage values. It should be highlighted that the simpli-
fied model is proposed only for the WID variations estimation,
although it still shows an acceptable match for the nominal
critical charge value. These results are obtained by using
250 ps to ensure that the primary assumption used in (4) is
satisfied 1 ps and 250 ps). It is obvious from Figs. 6
and 7 that reducing the supply voltage decreases the critical
charge, which is expected.
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Fig. 8. � versus � for different values of � (50 to 250 ps) from the
transient simulations and from the proposed exact model.

Fig. 9. Critical charge variations � versus � for � � 250 ps from
Monte Carlo simulation and from the proposed exact and simplified model.

According to [2] and [35], the current pulse, used in circuit
level modeling of soft errors, might have a varying width from
a few picoseconds to hundreds of picoseconds. The narrow cur-
rent pulse represents the worst-case situation, because the crit-
ical charge, , is minimal. This narrow current pulse cor-
responds to an event, in which the track of an ionized particle
intersects the drain of the nMOS transistor in the OFF-state (like

in the analyzed case). This means that the charge collec-
tion mechanism is dominated by the drift current (due to local
electric fields) in a very short time. On the other hand, the charge
collection mechanism is dominated by diffusion current in the
events in which the ion track does not intersect the drain [2].
Theoretical studies showed that, typically, 80%–90% of the neu-
tron induced SER is represented by the latter events in which
the current pulse is relatively wide [41], [42]. Such a discussion
demonstrates that both narrow and wide current pulses must be
considered in calculations.

Therefore, the values of , calculated from the pro-
posed exact model and from SPICE transient simulations for
different current pulse widths (by varying from 50 to 250 ps),
are shown in Fig. 8. The simplified model results are not shown
in this figure as the simplified model is mainly introduced for
WID variations estimation. In Fig. 8, it is shown that as the cur-
rent pulse width increases (i.e., diffusion current dominates), the
critical charge increases. In addition, the proposed model accu-
racy degrades as decreased because this contradicts the pri-
mary assumption used in deriving (4).

2) Critical Charge Variations: In Sections III-B and IV-B,
the derivation of the critical charge standard deviation using the
exact model and the simplified model is described. Fig. 9 shows

Fig. 10. Critical charge variations� versus� for different values of
� (50–250 ps) from Monte Carlo simulation and from the proposed simplified
model.

the simulation result for for different values. Note
that each data point represents calculated from 4000
Monte Carlo runs. Also, Fig. 9 shows the results from the pro-
posed models. Both models results exhibit a good match with
the simulation results. Fig. 10 shows obtained from
Monte Carlo simulations and from the simplified model for dif-
ferent values of which demonstrates that, as is reduced,
the critical charge variations are reduced as well. The simpli-
fied model accuracy is reduced, as is decreased. Therefore, it
is recommended to use the proposed models with caution for
small values of (Actually, the proposed models can account
for small values of , by deriving the models again by taking
and into account, however, this complicates the models, and
hides some design insights).

For all the succeeding discussions, only the simplified model
is used and, therefore, larger values of is used 50 ps).
It is important to show that as is reduced for low power
applications, is decreased, which is a promising result
for low power SRAM cells.

C. Effect of the Coupling Capacitor on the Critical Charge
Relative Variability

In Section IV-B, it has been shown that the capacitance ,
which results in the maximum relative variations, can be ob-
tained from the condition given in (29). For 1 V,
(extracted from fitting Log -Log characteristics to the
alpha-power model), 12.9 A, 11.2 A, and

250 ps. By using (29), F , and solving this
equation yields that 0.143 fF. The node capacitance C
equals 0.93 fF (extracted from simulations), therefore, the con-
dition for the maximum relative variations is not met in this case,
since C is already larger than . Fig. 11 shows how the rel-
ative variations in (26) and (27) vary with the capacitance .
For a given relative variations specifications, the value of the ca-
pacitance , that results in these relative variations, can be ob-
tained from this figure. For example, the value of , that results
in 50% of the maximum relative variations value, equals 1.9 fF.
Consequently, the coupling capacitor, that results in half max-
imum relative variations, is 0.485 fF.

One important design insight from this discussion is that the
proposed model can aid circuit designers to choose the value
of that enhances the critical charge nominal value, while
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Fig. 11. Relative variations ��� ���� ���� and
��� ��� ��� versus � showing that the maximum relative
variations occurs at � � 0.14 fF and 50% of the maximum variations occurs
at � � 1.9 fF.

Fig. 12. Overall relative variations �� �� � versus� obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations and from the proposed simplified model for dif-
ferent values of � when � � 250 ps (which represents the drain noninter-
secting particle strike event).

Fig. 13. Overall relative variations �� �� � versus� obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations and from the proposed simplified model for dif-
ferent values of � when � � 50 ps (which represents the drain intersecting
particle strike event).

keeping the relative variations at the required level (50% of the
maximum relative variations is just an example).

Figs. 12 and 13 portray the overall relative variations
versus obtained from Monte Carlo

simulations, and from the proposed model, for different values
of , when 250 ps (which represents the drain non-in-
tersecting event), and 50 ps (which represents the drain

Fig. 14. Coupling capacitor that results in minimum relative critical charge
variations � versus � for different values of � which shows that when
� is reduced, the value of � that results in minimum relative variations
is decreased. These results are obtained from the proposed simplified model and
from Monte Carlo simulations.

intersecting event). The proposed model is in good agreement
with the simulation results.

It is obvious from Figs. 12 and 13 that, as increased,
decreases, till reaching a minimum value

at which increasing has no effect on .
The reason for this is readily explained by recalling (26)
and (27), which show that for large values of , the varia-
tions from and are vanished (since increasing
increases and, hence, the variations from domi-
nate the overall variations. Therefore, is
proportional to . This latter observation
explains why saturates at the highest value
for the case 0.8 V). Figs. 12 and 13 show also
that decreases, as is reduced, before
reaching its minimum level. However, de-
creases, as increases, when variations dominate (at
large values of .

Finally, as shown in these two figures,
reaches a minimum value, at smaller values of , for smaller

values. Hence, for the drain intersecting event case (small
values), , that results in the minimum ,

is smaller than that for the drain non-intersecting case. The
value of , that causes to reach its min-
imum value, is denoted by , and is obtained from

plots. It might be beneficial for designers to
know, in advance, the value of , and the impact of
and on it. Fig. 14 shows how and affect on , as
obtained from the proposed simplified model and from Monte
Carlo simulations. According to Fig. 14, it is clear that
increases when increases, and also when increases. This
result is promising for low power SRAM cells, since a smaller
coupling capacitor is required to have the minimum relative
critical charge variations.

Now, the values of , that result in maximum and minimum
, are calculated. Thus, a good design insight

is to use a coupling capacitor between these two extremes, to
enhance the critical charge mean, and minimize the relative crit-
ical charge variations, under certain power and performance
constraints.
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Fig. 15. Percentage contribution of each transistor threshold voltage variations for different values of � when � � 50 and 250 ps obtained from the two
proposed models. The contribution of � increases as the supply voltage is reduced which is well explained from (25) (inversely proportional to �� � �� ��).

D. SRAM Cell Transistors Contribution to the Overall Critical
Charge Variability

The overall critical charge standard deviation has
contributions from different transistors threshold voltages vari-
ations (i.e., , and . Fig. 15 shows the per-
centage contribution of each transistor threshold voltage vari-
ations for different values of , when 50 and 250 ps
obtained from the two proposed models. It is evident that the
contribution of in the exact model is very small (less than
6%). This justifies the assumptions used in deriving the simpli-
fied model, which ignores its variations contribution (when we
assume that ). According to Fig. 15, the contri-
bution of increases, as the supply voltage is reduced which
is well explained by (25) (inversely proportional to

). At 0.7 V, the transistor dominates the vari-
ations (62%) for the case 50 ps.

Moreover, when increases, and contributions to
the critical charge variance are increased, and contribution
is decreased. These results agree with (26) and (27). In addi-
tion, Fig. 15 shows that the contributions of the pMOS transis-
tors, and , dominate the variations, because their per-
centage contributions is larger than 84% in all cases. This fact
can be justified by noting that the gate area of the pMOS tran-
sistors is smaller than that of the nMOS transistors (as reported
in Table I). Since the threshold voltage variations are inversely
proportional to the square root of the gate area (WL), the pMOS
transistors dominate the variations.

E. Accuracy of the Proposed Models

In Fig. 16, from the proposed exact model is
plotted versus the transient simulations results for different
values of , and . The maximum error is 6.2%, and
the average error is 1.8%. Fig. 17 shows from the
simplified model plotted versus Monte Carlo simulation results

Fig. 16. � from the proposed exact model is plotted versus the transient
simulations results for different values of �� � and � .

Fig. 17. � from our simplified model plotted versus Monte Carlo sim-
ulation results for the same ranges of �� � and � .

for different values of , and . The maximum error is
9.2%, and the average error is 4%. Good agreement between
the proposed models and the simulation results justifies all
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the assumptions used to derive the models, as explained in
Sections III and IV.

As shown in the previous discussions, the proposed models
are based on easily measurable parameters, which can be di-
rectly extracted from the measurements or technology informa-
tion (i.e., , and . In addition, the proposed models
are very efficient when compared to the computationally expen-
sive, and time consuming Monte Carlo simulations. The models
can be used to explore design tradeoffs to increase the critical
charge or control its variability. The proposed model shows how
the coupling capacitor, one of the most common soft error mit-
igation techniques in SRAM cells, affect on the critical charge
relative variability. Moreover, the proposed model provides a
certain range for this coupling capacitor to keep the vari-
ability within an acceptable limit.

VI. DESIGN INSIGHTS

In this section, some design insights, extracted from the pro-
posed models in this paper, are reported. The proposed models
provide the following design insights.

1) Increasing the supply voltage results in increasing
both and . Therefore, the choice of ,
that yields acceptable values of , is es-
sential as explained in the proposed models.

2) From the formulas derived in Section III-A, the critical
charge nominal value for the SRAM cell is estimated accu-
rately without time consuming transient simulations. For a
target SER, the critical charge value can be calculated by
the following empirical equation:

(32)

where refers to the intensity of the neutron flux, CS
is the cross section area of the struck node, and is
the charge collection efficiency. These parameters depend
mainly on the SRAM cell technology and layout. Once
the required critical charge is known, the circuit parame-
ters are designed to achieve it without doing any SPICE
simulations.

3) The coupling capacitor, , can result in a maximum
, as depicted in (29). Although, this

occurs in the designed SRAM, proposed in this work, only
when exceeds 1000 ps, it can occur at lower values for
a different SRAM design, when the condition, in (29), is
satisfied. Therefore, the circuit designer must be aware, at
the design level, of this condition and avoid it.

4) For variations dominate the overall crit-
ical charge variations. Thus, is at its
minimum value and inversely proportional to -
. Therefore, a further increase in results in increasing

, while keeping constant. If it is
required to further reduce , either
can be increased or low- pMOS transistors can be used.

5) For , the variations of both and dom-
inate . These variations decay exponen-
tially with . Therefore, to reduce
in this case, either increasing (by increasing or

), or reducing the average charging current, or reduce
. Since a small represents only 10%–20% of the neutron

induced SER events, the latter condition is out of control.

6) Since the two extremes of , that result in maximum
and minimum , can be obtained from
the proposed models, the circuit designer can determine

that results in a certain and ,
while satisfying the power and performance constraints at
the design level.

Although this paper has focused on the critical charge and its
variability modeling for the SRAM cell, it can be extended to
model them in flip-flops circuits. This is possible, because all
the flip-flops topologies consist of an embedded cross-coupled
inverters as those in the SRAM cell. However, these inverters
are not symmetric like those in the SRAM cell. The proposed
models can be extended to account for asymmetrical inverters
by simply assuming that .

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, analytical models accounting for both D2D and
WID variations, are proposed. The proposed models deal with
the D2D variations, by using corner-based methods. Moreover,
they deal with the WID variations, by using statistical tech-
niques. The accuracy of the proposed models is validated by
transient and Monte Carlo SPICE simulation results, for an in-
dustrial 65-nm technology, over a wide range of supply voltages,
particle strike induced current pulse widths, and coupling capac-
itors. The proposed models show that, the use of the coupling ca-
pacitor in the SRAM cell, as a soft error mitigation technique, is
limited by the relative variations. The proposed models provide
an analytical equation, to calculate the value of the coupling ca-
pacitor, that results in minimum relative variations. Finally, the
proposed models show that, the pMOS transistors in the SRAM
cell, are dominating the variations, and hence, the pMOS tran-
sistors must be designed, while taking the critical charge varia-
tions into account.

The derived statistical models are scalable, bias dependent,
and require only the knowledge of easily measurable param-
eters. Moreover, the models are very efficient, compared to
Monte Carlo simulations. This makes them very useful in early
design cycles, SRAM design optimization, and technology
prediction. Finally, the proposed models can be extended for
the flip-flops critical charge variability as well.
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